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Groundwater
Water is continually moving through the environment – this is referred to as the water cycle. Water evaporates from
the oceans and seas, condenses into clouds and then falls on land surfaces as rain, which eventually flows into
rivers and back into the sea. One aspect of the water cycle is groundwater.
Most rainfall soaks into soil, which acts like a giant sponge. Some of this rainfall water will soak into soil and be used
by plants, whilst some will go through a process called transpiration, where the water will return to the atmosphere,
with remaining water soaking further into the ground through a process called infiltration and will trickle down
reaching rock material.
Some part of the precipitation
this could be rain, drizzle, snow,
the ground surface infiltrates
the water continues downward
through the soil until it reaches
rock material that is saturated is
groundwater. In this process surface
water becomes groundwater.
Water in the saturated
groundwater system moves
slowly and may eventually
discharge into streams,
lakes, seas and oceans.

(water that fallings from the sky,
sleet, hail, etc.) that lands on
into the subsurface. Where

Gravity and the rocks below
Underground water is present
almost
everywhere,
but
some
geological formations are
impermeable (does not allow
water to flow through them) and
some are permeable (some
layers of rock are more porous than
others, which allows water to flow through them). Permeable formations that contain groundwater are known as
aquifers.
Deep below ground surfaces, is bedrock. Bedrock layers are made of dense materials such as granite or materials
that water has difficulty penetrating such as clay. These layers may be round underneath porous rock layers, and
act as a confining layer. Since it is more difficult for groundwater to travel any deeper, it tends to pool in the porous
layers. Very occasionally groundwater will flow in underground rivers, but this is the exception rather than the rule.

The Study of Groundwater
The study of groundwater is known as hydrogeology, hydrology is the science that encompasses the occurrence,
distribution, movement, and properties of the waters on earth and their relationship with the environment within each
phase of the hydrologic cycle. The engineers and scientists who study groundwater, known as hydrogeologists.
The work of hydrologists is as varied, from using scientific knowledge and mathematical principles to local geology.
From understanding permeable and impermeable layers in Earth’s subsurface to how and where groundwater will
flow.
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Scientists and engineers in hydrology will also be involved with both field investigations (collecting basic data, oversee testing of water quality, managing field crews in remote and rugged terrain) as well as desk top study in an office
environment (interpreting hydrologic data and performing analyses for determining possible water supplies). Knowledge of meteorology and hydrology is necessary to investigate the relationship between rainfall, surface water and
groundwater.
Hydrologists will also use chemical knowledge to investigate groundwater quality. Field investigations can involve
drilling boreholes and pumping water out of aquifers, which will require engineering skills.
Water companies and environmental regulators within the UK are the main employers of hydrogeologists and are
responsible for making sure that we have enough groundwater, and that its quality is protected. Others professional
hydrogeologists work in universities and government research institutions to improve our understanding of groundwater and its role in the environment, or for consultancies where the emphasis is often on protecting the quality of
groundwater.

Threats to Groundwater Resources
Groundwater is not visible, so is often omitted from thought until problems arise. Problems with groundwater
include too little, too much and quality changes.
Globally, invisible groundwater resources are under increasing pressure due to human activities and climate
change. Groundwater provides the largest source of useable water storage and is often used for water supplies
due to being cheaper, more convenient, and less vulnerable to pollution than surface water. The natural pattern of
flow of groundwater is altered by these activities, either deliberately (by pumping water from wells) or by diverting
watercourses, or inadvertently by change in land usage.
Regulators seek to limit impacts on groundwater supplies by controlling and licensing activities.
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Problems with Groundwater Resources
If the rate of abstraction of groundwater from an aquifer is too high, and exceeds the amount of water recharged from
rainfall, the water level in the aquifer will fall. This not only increases costs of pumping water, but also at the same time
reduces the yield from individual boreholes. It can further affect the flow of rivers and streams which are supported
by groundwater. When high rates of abstraction are put together with a dry summer, rivers and lakes may begin to
dry, which will have consequent impacts on wildlife and amenity. It should be acknowledged, that not all low flows
in rivers are due to groundwater abstraction, river flow is also affected by changes in climate, and by changes in land
use. Modern abstraction schemes are often designed to put back as much treated wastewater into the river as would
have naturally flowed in from groundwater.
Too much groundwater can also cause problems. In wet winters, rising groundwater levels can cause localized flooding in low-lying land. Groundwater tends to react slowly, so this type of flood problem can be long lasting. Unfortunately, groundwater flooding problems are often due to human activities by building on land that is naturally prone to
flooding.
A particular problem often noted in areas, is where past over-abstraction has lowered groundwater levels, added with
reductions in pumping, results in groundwater levels rising. London provides a great example. In the 19th century
heavy pumping of groundwater lowered water levels within the Capital, much of London’s infrastructure was built
whilst groundwater levels were low, this includes parts of the London Underground network and the deep foundations of tall buildings. In the 1960s, changes in water usage meant that pumping rates were drastically reduced, and
water started to rise back towards its natural levels, causing problems for London’s tube lines and around building
foundations. Recently we have seen pumping resuming in London which has started to control the rise of excessive
groundwater. Although, similar problems occur in other cities, and in old mining districts.
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Building and infrastructure damage occurs where differential movements within groundwater exceed the thresholds
that the buildings or infrastructure can sustain. Too much groundwater can affect buildings with basements and
cellars which having been converted into living spaces with furnishings and fittings. Where the structure was originally constructed with lower groundwater levels, the structure was able to sustain the levels of groundwater without
damage. When groundwater levels increase the structure is no longer about to sustain without damage, resulting in
a flooded basement or cellar.
Like any water resource there is a risk from pollution. Pollutants on the lands surface can be flushed through the soil
and rock into groundwater. Pollution occurs from diffuse sources, when pollutants are spread over wide areas, for
instance when pesticides or fertilizers are used on agricultural land, and from point sources, for instance chemicals
leaking from a storage tank or landfill. Once a pollutant reaches an aquifer, its impact will depend on its chemistry;
the nature of the aquifer; and on the distance between the source of pollution and the point at which groundwater
reaches the surface again (either in a river or by being pumped). Some pollutants will naturally degrade or will be
filtered out of the water as it flows through the aquifer. Others will be persistent and need to be removed before the
water can be used. Whilst preventing groundwater pollution is best, it is not always possible.
Rising groundwater can bring quality problems to the surface. In cities, pollution that has soaked into the ground from
industrial spills can be ‘trapped’ in unsaturated rocks above the water table for decades - rising groundwater levels
can flush out this pollution into local rivers. In mining areas, groundwater levels were historically kept low by pumping
to stop the mines flooding. When the mines closed, and the pumping stopped, groundwater gradually flooded the
mines, and dissolves minerals from the walls. This polluted groundwater may then discharge into local rivers.
It should always be noted, that it is difficult to establish groundwater levels of the future, given the uncertainty of current climate change scenarios and whether an area has had long term low water levels due to pumping. There should
be an awareness that buildings built now will still be in use in 50-100 years time and that groundwater levels may
change during the structures life cycle.
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